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With the advent of the cloud, spinning up a server is a snap. No longer do you 
have to procure hardware, rack and stack the server, install software, and then 
configure it. With just the click of a button, a standard server can be up and running 
in seconds -- and better yet, your own server image with all of your software and 
configurations.
 
Unfortunately, one of the most critical tasks of setting up a server is creating user 
accounts and that’s a painful multi-step process. Generally, you are given a root or 
admin account to your instance and, if you’re lucky, a wave goodbye. From there, the 
DevOps or IT admin will then provision all accounts for individuals and automated 
services that require access to the box. The admin has to communicate in a 
(hopefully) secure way with the individual or service to provide their credentials and 
ensure that each person or service has the proper levels of access or permissions. 
Access and permissions need to be constantly monitored for compromise and 
updated as the network or company changes. Add to this the pain of managing 
user access within the different environments of your organization: dev, test, etc. 
Keeping an up-to-date accounting of who has access to what and at what levels is a 
huge challenge!

Most cloud providers want nothing to do with managing the accounts on your 
server, and frankly, most DevOps and IT pros don’t either! The job is tedious and 
more than slightly painful with issues such as lost passwords, constant adds / 
deletes, and changing permissions popping up nearly every single day. Multiply 
that by tens or hundreds (let alone thousands) of servers along with a number of 
users and you have a nightmare on your hands. Managing users is a lot of work for 
any company - large or small.

The irony is that user management is one of the most critical items that an IT 
organization can manage. History has shown that the single biggest risk of a 
compromise is through the hijacking of personal credentials. This spans across 
accounts that have been compromised through phishing and username/password 
combinations stolen from another site to remnant accounts that should have been 
terminated long ago, or just plain brute force attacks. All of these tactics (and plenty 
more) are used by hackers and cyber criminals to gain access to your infrastructure.
 
The challenge that DevOps and IT admins face around user management is two-
fold: operational efficiency and security. Unfortunately, managing access and 
permissions to servers has not been simple nor straightforward. This whitepaper 
examines a number of opportunities around user management, and how 
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User management – the what and the why

With the advent of the cloud, 
spinning up a server is a snap. 
Unfortunately, creating and managing 
user accounts is not. The challenge 
that DevOps and IT admins face 
around user management is two-
fold: operational efficiency and 
security. This whitepaper examines a 
number of opportunities around user 
management, and how JumpCloud’s 
user management functionality 
changes the game for IT pros.

Out of necessity to date, DevOps 
and IT pros have been manually 
provisioning users, leveraging a cloud 
Active Directory instance, installing 
LDAP, or utilizing configuration 
automation solutions such as Chef or 
Puppet. While each of these solutions 
is a potential path, they are clearly 
not ideal solutions for organizations 
looking for an efficient and secure 
infrastructure. JumpCloud offers a 
simple, effective way to handle user 
management in the cloud.
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JumpCloud’s user management functionality changes the 
game for IT pros. JumpCloud makes user management 
quick, simple, and secure.

What is user management?

At its very core user management is all about making sure 
the right people have access to your servers, as well as the 
ability to control what they do once they’re on those servers. 
This can be broken down into the authentication and 
authorization components.
 
For authentication, there are a couple of different 
mechanisms that make this work – broadly, you can use 
either password- or key-based authentication.
 
With password-based authentication, the end user is 
prompted for a password when they attempt to login to your 
server. The text they enter is then hashed (a value generated 
from the password from which the original password cannot 
be easily obtained) and compared against a hashed version 
of the original password they provided at some point in 
the past. The actual password itself is never stored on the 
server, only its hash, so if the server is compromised in some 
way, each user’s password should still be secure.
 
Password based authentication does have its flaws, 
of course. Users can choose a poor password (short, 
or commonly used) or do something insecure such as 
write it on a post-it note or share the same password 
across different servers. One way the mechanism can be 
fortified is through the use of multi-factor authentication 
– authenticating the user based on something they have, 
such as a rolling key generator like Google Authenticator, on 
their phone, rather than just on something they know (the 
password).
 
Another, more secure mechanism for authentication is 
key-based auth. The protocol for logging into most servers 
(and all UNIX-based servers) includes the ability to do 
public-key authentication. This works by having the user’s 
public key already available on the server itself, and doing a 
cryptographic handshake upon connection to confirm that 
the requester has the corresponding private key.
 
This mechanism is quite secure but also has some 
complications. Perhaps foremost is the necessity of 
copying the user’s public key and installing them on all the 
appropriate servers. For a few users and a few machines, 
this isn’t terrible, but the difficulty increases geometrically 
as the combinations increase - this explains why many 
administrators give all users access to all servers. Another 
important but often neglected factor is the de-provisioning 
of users – how do you track and quickly and effectively 
remove users that are no longer supposed to have access to 
these machines.

Why is user management difficult in the cloud in this 
day and age?

While the cloud makes setting up servers simple, it 
complicates matters significantly for managing users. IT 
pros have been managing users within an organization 
for decades. With Microsoft’s Active Directory (AD), the 
management of users is straightforward on premises and 
with less change on a day-to-day basis, largely manageable. 
The challenge has been the difficulty of setting up and 
managing AD, which is clearly an enterprise-scale solution. 
The cloud has introduced a whole new paradigm with 
extreme speed, elasticity, and automation, rendering 
existing methods of user management largely useless.

• Dynamic nature – the cloud is built for speed and 
agility with the ability to burst up and tear down 
instances in seconds and based on automated inputs 
such as application load or traffic. The old school user 
management model was not built for the rapid changes 
possible in the cloud. Steps in user management were 
deliberate and manual. Admins can no longer be 
involved in every step. They need systems that can 
handle the scale and dynamic nature of the cloud.

• No clear user directory – with servers potentially all 
around the world, what user directory do they talk to? 
And, how can that be kept secure? Many companies 
utilizing the cloud are using Google Apps and Gmail. 
While Google Apps is far more open than Microsoft’s 
Active Directory, the leading user data store, neither 
solution inherently supports creating user accounts 
across all cloud servers. Google Apps can be used as a 
user data store, but any of that connective code needs 
to be provided by the organization to have those users 
populated on a server. AD is a little easier; however, the 
complexity of running AD across multiple clouds makes 
it a non-starter in a multi-cloud environment. Most 
organizations have just opted to re-create their users on 
servers manually or within another tool rather than try 
to integrate those. This lack of integration is a significant 
loss of productivity for DevOps and IT pros.

• Multiple providers and platforms – the days of 
geographic centralization and a homogenous 
platform are long gone. Today, cloud servers can 
be placed anywhere in the world with organizations 
sometimes having little control over where the 
cloud provider places their server. Further, as Linux 
has grown exponentially over the years as a cost-
effective server platform, no longer are organizations 
reliant on solely Microsoft solutions. The variability 
in providers and platforms adds another dimension 
of complexity to the user management equation. In 
addition, your authentication infrastructure needs to 
be as cloud-scalable as the rest of your environment 
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and accomplishing this is very expensive and requires 
specialized skills.

• Monitoring users – the largely forgotten step of user 
management, monitoring of user access, is made all 
the more difficult with cloud servers. With servers 
in any number of locations, different platforms, and 
ephemeral instances, how do admins collect all of the 
user logs, centralize them, and then analyze the results. 
Furthermore, if they are able to do that, with a mobile 
workforce, how will they be able to accurately detect 
real compromises from false alarms.

The cloud has effectively blown up the standard operating 
models of user management.

Current ways to do user management & their pros 
and cons

Out of necessity, DevOps and IT pros have figured out a 
number of different ways to handle their user management 
challenges. As most of them will tell you, they are less than 
enthused with their options, and dying to off load these 
processes any way possible.

• Manual – most admins simply manually go on the 
command line and create accounts for their users. As 
they add new employees and servers, they will manually 
create accounts on the servers and then communicate 
with the user that they have a new account or access to 
a new server. The user can then login and change their 
password or upload their public key to the server. If, for 
some reason, the end user forgets their password or 
rotates their private key, those become manual requests 
to the IT admin. Monitoring of access to servers is 
an added step that some admins will take. They will 
check log files occasionally for who has logged in to 
the server and if any brute force attacks look like they 
have succeeded. Unfortunately, it is difficult and time 
consuming for the admin to fully and continuously 
review the user login logs for signs of a compromise. 
There just aren’t enough hours in the day, or money in 
the budget to hire a dedicated staff member to review 
the logs. For small organizations with a limited number 
of servers and minimal change, manually handling 
user accounts is common and works, for awhile. The 
downside of this approach is that it doesn’t scale, 
isn’t systematic, and provides for little comfort on the 
security side.

• Microsoft Active Directory – for more than a decade, 
the standard in the user directory space has been 
Microsoft’s Active Directory, which  is embedded in 
organizations large and small. Generally utilized by 
companies that have been in existence for at least a few 

years, linking AD to cloud servers is not an easy task. 
AD is generally hosted on-premises or at a datacenter 
– not in the cloud. As such, cloud servers need to have 
a way to talk back to the AD server. Exposing AD to 
the Internet is generally a bad idea, so therein lies 
one problem. The second is that much of the cloud is 
based on Linux. Even within an organization’s four walls, 
adding Linux or Mac devices to AD is difficult at best. 
Generally, admins will need to purchase “connector” 
technology to place an agent on the Linux server in 
order to have it talk to AD. Once that is enabled and 
the two can talk, then users can be controlled directly 
from AD with access control and permissions managed 
there. Of course, managing specific permissions and 
access on Linux servers is not nearly as well done as it 
is for Windows servers. For larger organizations with 
primarily Windows environment, extending AD to 
the cloud could be a viable alternative. For Linux and 
dynamic cloud environments, users are best served 
by finding an alternative mechanism. The time and 
expense to have it work effectively will far out strip the 
benefits.

• LDAP – the open source, lightweight alternative to 
AD has become LDAP. A database by design and 
historically optimized for being a directory, LDAP is 
often utilized by organizations for their cloud servers. 
Admins will stand up an LDAP server in their cloud 
infrastructure and then configure it to become the user 
store, access control, and authorization mechanism. Not 
for the faint of heart, LDAP is difficult to configure and 
requires significant expertise and effort. Access control 
is largely created manually. As the solution is effectively 
a database, a new user needs to be provisioned and 
their permissions manually created. Subsequently the 
cloud server will need to be configured to query the 
LDAP server for whether a user should be authenticated 
and what permissions they may have. Admins have 
generally managed LDAP at the command line level 
and it requires a greater level of technical expertise 
and time. LDAP has historically been a strong option 
for non-Windows environments and as a result has 
been utilized in the cloud. Unfortunately, LDAP is an 
expensive solution from an on-going maintenance and 
management perspective - exactly what DevOps and 
IT admins are looking to avoid - and, that doesn’t even 
include planning for scale and redundancy of your 
LDAP infrastructure. Like AD, LDAP also suffers from 
network complexities across clouds, and is similarly 
problematic as a result.

• Configuration Automation tools (e.g. Chef and Puppet)  
– the new world order of the cloud, Chef and Puppet 
are being used extensively to automatically configure 
systems. Many organizations use Chef and Puppet to 
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set up their user accounts as well. The admins simply 
add to their scripts the users that they want on their 
systems and their permission level. Chef and Puppet 
then provision those accounts across all of the systems 
managed by the configuration management tool. 
While a relatively simple way to provision accounts, 
the process is largely manual and requires static 
configurations across servers and users, unless the 
DevOps or IT admin is willing to continuously update 
the script or write more code. Another inherent 
challenge with Chef and Puppet is that the scripts are 
largely public inside of a company. So how do you 
store users’ passwords or keys? They are exposed 
publicly and changes to those become manual events 
for the admin. Chef and Puppet are basically an 
excellent extension of the manual approach. If your 
organization is fairly static on users and not complicated 
with different groups and permission levels, you can 
effectively use Chef and Puppet for user management. 
However, as soon as the infrastructure and organization 
become dynamic, that places a great deal of pressure 
on the admin to update and manage the scripts, 
which can become unwieldy quickly. Further, for those 
that are security conscious, Chef and Puppet end up 
representing a large vulnerability with passwords or 
public keys embedded into the scripts.

As you can see, user management and the cloud have not 
mixed well. While each of these solutions is a potential path, 
they are clearly not ideal solutions for organizations looking 
for an efficient and secure infrastructure.

A better way: JumpCloud

JumpCloud is an automated server management tool that 
enables simple, effective user management. It handles the 
provisioning and deprovisioning of user access to your 
machines, providing both password-based and/or key-
based authentication, and optionally augments the security 
of these with multi-factor authentication.
 
When a user is first provisioned into JumpCloud, they 
are emailed and prompted to come to the secure 
JumpCloud site to initialize their credentials. There they 
enter a password (which will be rejected if it doesn’t meet 
complexity requirements) and their public key. JumpCloud 
also initializes the user’s multi-factor credentials at this point, 
and gives them instructions on setting up their smartphone 
as a secure token using Google Authenticator.
 
When a user is associated with a system (through the tag 
mechanism described below) the user’s account information 
is then automatically provisioned to that system. The type 
of authentication can be set, prompting for a password or 
forcing key-based authentication, as well as multi-factor for 
systems that require extra security.

 Additionally, JumpCloud controls what the user can do 
on the machine when they login via fine-grained pseudo 
access. It also monitors and reports back the commands a 
user issues, and can alarm on suspicious activity.

JumpCloud user management capabilities

JumpCloud’s user management capabilities are highlighted 
below:

• Authentication - who can access your servers – 
JumpCloud manages who can access your servers. 
JumpCloud easily provisions user accounts and 
permissions to the right servers in seconds through a 
tag that associates users to servers. Tags are incredibly 
powerful to add, change, or delete access across a 
group of users and servers. DevOps and IT admins no 
longer need to manually create accounts, customize 
a Chef or Puppet script, or share passwords/keys. In 
addition, admins won’t have to share root passwords or 
give everybody the same rights to all of their servers.

• Authorization – what can users do – JumpCloud 
allows you to easily provide and manage sudo and fine 
grained sudo rights to determine what users can do on 
your servers. JumpCloud’s tags functionality creates an 
unlimited number of associations between users, the 
servers they can access, and their permissions. Simple 
and easy to implement and manage, JumpCloud 
ensures that your users have the right levels of access.

• Auditing – meet auditor requirements for tracking 
users – JumpCloud tracks all logins to your servers. 
Admins can simply download all access logs and deliver 
those to auditors. A number of regulations including PCI 
(Section 8), HIPAA, and others require organizations to 
track all logins to their critical devices. With JumpCloud, 
all logins are tracked and monitored.

• Multi-factor authentication (MFA) – added security 
implemented simply – JumpCloud’s multi-factor 
authentication can quickly increase secure access to 
critical servers. No need to deploy enterprise software 
or purchase an expensive token system, JumpCloud’s 
multi-factor functionality can be enabled from the Web-
console, is already embedded into each JumpCloud 
agent, and the second factor is delivered via your 
smartphone. JumpCloud’s multi-factor authentication 
functionality is quick, easy, and cost-effective to 
implement.

• Real-time security monitoring – prevent a compromise 
– JumpCloud provides real-time monitoring of all 
logins. Are the right people logging in to your servers, 
and then what are they doing while they are on the 
server? An often overlooked part of user management 
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is monitoring access for potential issues. JumpCloud 
tracks where users login from to ensure that credentials 
haven’t been compromised by a third party and are 
masquerading as a legitimate user. Further, JumpCloud 
monitors for brute force attacks and alarms admins 
if those attacks are using legitimate usernames. 
JumpCloud’s security features round out a complete 
user management product and ensure that only the 
right users are on your servers.

• Open API and Cloud Scale – JumpCloud is easy to 
integrate with your existing infrastructure via our 
powerful REST API. Dynamically scaled servers can 
be automatically added to JumpCloud tags so they 
automatically get the right users from the start. Server 
authentication settings can be set, and servers can be 
provisioned and deprovisioned automatically.

• SaaS, cloud-based delivery – Perhaps one of the most 
significant benefits over solutions such as LDAP or AD, 
JumpCloud requires no infrastructure. Download and 
install the JumpCloud agent with a one-line kick-start 
script or agents can be embedded in Chef or Puppet 
scripts and deployed internally or across cloud servers. 
JumpCloud can also easily be added to a machine 
image, such as an Amazon Machine Image (AMI). 
JumpCloud centrally manages access to all servers 
easily with a cloud-based interface.

• De-provisioning speed – Because users are centrally 
managed by JumpCloud, it’s a matter of three mouse 
clicks to remove user accounts across your entire 
environment. Say goodbye to the days when firing 
someone caused your admins to scramble to root out 
their user accounts across all your servers and disable 
them.

About JumpCloud

JumpCloud protects servers. Through a simple, yet powerful 
automated SaaS-based offering, JumpCloud answers the key 
questions that server owners care about: are my servers safe and 
secure; are hackers in and doing damage; and, are my servers fast 
and efficient. JumpCloud installs in minutes, requires no tuning or 
configuration, and security expertise is not necessary. For more 
information visit http://www.JumpCloud.com.
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